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ABSTRACT
The validation of the operationality of models is considered a crucial step in the model development
process. Recent developments in Digital Twinning (DT) enable the online availability of operational
data from the physical asset required for operational validation. The benefits of DT in situations where
operational validation has formed a basis for model adaptation has also been demonstrated. However,
these benefits within DT have not been fully utilized due to the lack of an approach for benchmarking
the required quantity, quality and diversity of validation data and performance metrics for online model
validation and adaptation. Therefore, there is a need for a framework for benchmarking validation
data and metrics requirements during model validation in different domains. An approach for benchmarking the required quantity, quality and variability of validation data and performance metric(s) for
online model adaptation within DT is proposed. The approach is focused on addressing the problem
of parameter(s) uncertainty of a predictive model within its uncertainty boundary. It involves generating virtual test models, a primary and another reference model for the performance evaluation of one
compared to the another with the benchmarked validating data and metrics within DT. This process is
repeated until the dataset and/or metric(s) are promising enough to validate primary model against the
reference model. The proposed approach is demonstrated using BEASY – a simulator designed to predict protection provided by a cathodic protection system to an asset. In this case, a marine structure is
the focus of the study, where the protection potentials to prevent corrosion are predicted over the life of
the structure. The algorithm(s) for the approach are provided within a Scientific Software (MATLAB)
and integrated to the simulator-based cathodic-protection model.
Keywords: Adaptive Simulation Validation, Cathodic-Protection Digital Twin, Validating Framework.

1 INTRODUCTION
Simulation models that emulate entity/structure/system behaviour are widely used for prognosis and consequently to aid in Structural Health Management. While relying upon such
predictive models for structural health assessment of any asset, the success of ultimate decision making depends upon the robustness of the predictive simulations. Thus, validation of
the model for its applicability within the accepted performance range is a crucial aspect
during simulation model development, among several iterative phases [1].
When pre-validated conceptual models that sufficiently represent the behavioural process
of the system are available in the specific domain, it is preferably adopted rather than building
model from zero. Parametric models built based on the pre-accepted conceptual models are
then calibrated to represent the real physical asset. Calibration is made by finding the best fit
of parameters values that correlates the model output to the available data from physical asset
[2]. However, in multiple domains, the model requires re-calibration when parameters value
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varies with time. This tends to mainly be due to the complex and non-uniform change in the
material properties of the asset in response to the environmental factors[3]. The validation of
the operationality of models, therefore, also plays a role during the operational period, that
is, beyond the initial model building phase.
Different relevant validation techniques are used to establish the credibility of the model(s) at different stages of model development and operation in different domains [4]. Cost
and resource requirements in terms of data requirement are other considerable factors for
model validation but not as well understood as they need to be because of lack of meaningful
information in the modelling communities [5]. Therefore, the choice of relevant validation
techniques and data dependency is hugely reliant on involved domain-related expertise at best.
Moreover, the entire recurring validation and calibration process demands automation along
with benchmarked validation resource requirements to ensure efficiency and consistency.
Recent research has demonstrated the benefits of Digital Twins (DT) provided with simulation capability situations where adaptive simulation is necessary [6, 7]. However, due to
lack of standardisation of DT concept [8], the pre-mentioned validation-related limitations
persist even utilising the DT concept. The limitations include resources benchmarking for DT
on representing physical asset and to validate the performance of its predictive capability, and
frequent expertise requirement for performance evaluation.
The goal of this paper is to provide the approach for benchmarking the required quantity,
quality and diversity of validation data and performance metrics for online model validation
within DT.
The benchmarking approach will support to generate a best suitable model adaptation
route that can later be implemented during the parametric adaptation of the model during
realisation of virtual replica of a physical asset. The rest of the paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 provides overview of the related work. Section 3 provides the proposed approach
of online model validation within DT. The test result and analysis are presented in the Section
4. Finally, Section 5 comprises of the conclusion.
2 BACKGROUND OF ADAPTIVE MODEL VALIDATION
2.1 Adaptive Simulation Model and Validation Assessment
In adaptive modelling, models are built with usage/adoption of parametric models that have
been validated to the level of their conceptual modelling [9]. The parametric model building
in multiple domains is already facilitated by the availability of commercial process simulators
(simulating software). Such simulators are generally based on current conceptual behavioural
understanding of system/asset, often involving large systems of differential equations, and
they are implemented in complex computer programs [10].
Usually model building consists of two major re-iterative tasks: i) determining and addressing uncertainty that typically involves updating the parameters to the computer simulator and
ii) accounting for inadequate physics of the model. When predefined simulators that have
been verified and validated are adopted, the re-iterative task is mostly focused towards the
first task [11] for the convergence of model performance to the real system/asset’s behaviour.
Among, different methods used to validate simulation models, operational validation is
widely applied at the last stage of model building, that is, during realisation of virtual replica
of a physical asset [1]. It is performed by determining the error and/or uncertainty of the model’s prediction performing the comparative analysis between the predicted and corresponding
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physical system–related data. The operational validation data (information) requirements
might vary due to the behavioural complexity of the physical system [5]. This appears as
an increase in cost, time and risk of wrong assumption due to shortage of resources, that is,
the data or information required. Uncertainty in the validating measurement data, in most of
the cases, is irreducible. Therefore, benchmarking the data to their quantitative, qualitative
and diversity requirement to track the model’s performance is essential to avoid the wrong
assumption about model’s performance.
The measurement of accuracy between model outputs and real data is made using performance criteria [12]. To select appropriate metric (performance criteria) on model operational
validation assessment, the identification of the model’s nature, that is, deterministic or stochastic, provides first step [4]. Moreover, the processes of validation and adaptation/calibration
are deeply connected, and the methodology adopted to coordinate these two processes is also
important [13]. While deterministic approaches are preferred for model adaptation, that is,
parameter updating [14], it is suggested to use deterministic criterion for validation as well
as during model adaptation.
2.2 DT and Simulation Model Validation Assessment
DT is gaining popularity in modelling and simulation field during recent years. DT can be
defined as a virtual instance of a physical system (twin) that is continually updated with the
latter’s performance, maintenance and health status data throughout the physical system’s
life cycle [6]. Implementing DT concept on first instance means online availability of necessary physical asset–related required data for decision making. Though, DT has achieved
some maturity in conceptual level, it is still at the infancy on its application, and only a few
studies have specifically discussed the methods for its construction and implementation [8].
Nevertheless, there is no doubt that the most important aspect of DT appeared since the very
first interpretation of the DT concept is ‘an integrated online simulation’[15, 16]. Therefore,
validation of DT or DT-based simulation model is still relevant from model building perspective even while adopting DT concept for predictive simulation.
Artificial intelligence is one of the features recommended for DT on self-performing the
analytical tasks including simulation performance validation and adaptation [8, 17]. However,
lack of proper framework persists for continuous self-improvement [18] of DT as hindrance
to enable intelligence capacity within DT.
While focus on the requirement of online calibration/adaptation has begun to receive significant attention in the literatures, the online model validating framework within DT seems
to be left out.
3 APPROACH FOR BENCHMARKING ONLINE OPERATIONAL MODEL
VALIDATION REQUIREMENTS
Tailoring any parametric simulation model to represent the physical system requires a suitable
model adaptation route [19, 20]. The route is anticipated with benchmarked fewer possible
validating data dependency to reduce cost and the requirement for iteration when updating
parameters. With the goal to provide support on benchmarking of the resource requirements
for model validation during continuous calibration/ adaptation, the approach is proposed.
The approach for benchmarking the model operational validation requirements is supported with multiple reference virtual experiments (Fig. 1). Each reference experiment
consists of two different virtual simulation models (not replica of the physical asset) with
similar performances but with different response output data. First model is considered as
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the primary model to be validated and updated/calibrated, while another model is used as the
reference model (3.1), to which the first model should converge.
Only if convergence of initial primary model to the acceptance range of reference model is
reached in reference experiments, the validation requirements are accepted after re-testing in
similar other reference experiments.
Then, the accepted model validating data and/or metric can be used as the benchmark of
data required from real asset and performance validating metric, respectively, at the time of
realisation of the virtual replica.
Adopting DT concept and automation of the approach can be achieved by leveraging the
analytical support from the DT.
3.1 Virtual Reference Model Generation
The performance of validation data and metric provided/selected/benchmarked during model
validation and adaptation can be analysed either comparing the adapted/calibrated model
with higher precision model or with virtual prototype. Using the virtual prototype as a reference model in the virtual testing is the key not only to reduce of the cost and effort, but also
to avoid inconvenience for hardware tests.
While at this stage, the research is focused towards assessing the parametric uncertainties
of the model, the reference model is generated with change in the parameter(s) values to the
initial primary model but within reasonable range(s). Automated analytical support within
DT can generate such virtual models; however, the external support might be required to limit
the parameters within reasonable ranges.
3.2 Validation Data Determination
For the process of model operational validation, multiple data types could be available, data
could have error and uncertainty, and similar data could be generated in different inputs for

Figure 1: 
Illustration of reference experiment for Benchmarking Operational Validation
Requirements
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simulation run. For example, in the case of cathodic-protection model validation, the data
dependency ranges from surface-potential, normal current density and potential gradient-related data [21]. Increasing complexity with the growth of degree of freedoms in any simulation
model also puts a strain on validation and calibration of the model. Thus, establishing proper
benchmark of the data to their quantitative, qualitative and diversity requirement to track the
model’s performance is essential.
Data sensitivity tracking for corresponding parameters, that is, data mapping to the parameters is usually achieved by sensitivity analysis and requires no reference model. Then, fixing
other involved model validating and updating attributes (e.g. metric, optimisation algorithm),
the benchmark of the data requirement is achieved by repetitive virtual reference experiments
(Fig. 1). The major considerable factors during data requirement setting are ability on validating and adapting performance, but also the cost and time for data collection when applicable.
Likewise, the response data from the reference model can be provided with the noise(error)
to have the data as realistic (with some technical data measurement error) from the real asset.
3.3 Validation Metric Selection/Formulation
Performance of the quantitative metric to assess the goodness-of-fit between the simulation
output and real asset’s response data is other major focus like roles of data in validation.
While the nature of the simulation is known and the uncertainty types to assess are known,
the metric selection/formulation will be easier. The nature of model in most of the application
domains for their designated purposes is pre-known.
When performing model updating of complex structures, deterministic approaches are
preferred [15] due to the associated computational efforts. Therefore, metrics performance
evaluation and metric formulation are confined to the deterministic metrics at this phase of
the project. The aleatory uncertainty assessment in the simulation model is outside the scope
of this paper.
Multiple criterion types are available in literatures to validate the performance of a deterministic model. Among them, the magnitude discrepancy based and the correlation based
are two wide categories of the metrics for deterministic validation. It is not possible to conclude that one criterion is better than another, as they assess different aspects on dataset. The
choice of criteria to employ in validation should start with the features that are intended to
be assessed [13].
The major features that can be assessed to determine the goodness-of-fit of prediction
made with simulation are [13, 22]
a. correlation/autocorrelation.
b. if the model output is unbiased with the observed data (e.g. comparing means).
c. the variance between observed and simulated data (i.e. magnitude discrepancy).
Determination of feature to be assessed takes the metric selection/formulation task a step
ahead. When the variance is most considerable feature to track the goodness-of-fit of the
model-output and the validation data, distance-based metrics (e.g. normalised mean square
error, normalised mean absolute error, etc) are preferred. Similarly, for the case when correlation between the dataset is the feature to perform the validation, coefficient of correlation is
preferred. Also, the possibility of implementation of a comprehensive metric combining both
types can be explored when both categorical metrics are applicable. However, the feature
determination could itself be challenging task, but it should be pre-established to accelerate
the process.
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The role of validation metric formulation persists even after metric selection when multi-response data types available from simulation can be used for model’s performance validation.
Determining dependency of different data types during model performance validating is the
further step of metric formulation in such cases.
Once the metric is formulated, it is further adopted as an objective function during optimisation-based model calibration. The best model’s performance measuring metric during
optimisation-based parameter updating is selected/formulated/generated using similar
pre-mentioned repetitive virtual experiments by fixing the other influencing attributes.
3.4 Performance Analysis on Model Convergence to Reference Model
The validating data and metric requirement are recommended once convergence is confirmed
not only with the basis of response data but also with the parameters value between the solution model reached and the reference model. The non-risk involved balance between the data
and the cost involved on data collection and model optimisation with the data also identified
by the series of virtual reference experimentation. Then, the recommended validating data
and metric requirement are re-tested before to set as the benchmark with repeated reference
experiments differing the initial state primary model and the reference model.
The overall approach can be implemented with automation within analytical platform
provided into DT. Automation of the benchmarking approach supported with intelligence
features anticipated within DT provides the roadmap for self-validation and adaptation of its
simulation capability.
4 CASE STUDY – CATHODIC PROTECTION ADAPTIVE MODEL PERFORMANCE
VALIDATION USING PROPOSED APPROACH
4.1 Background
Cathodic protection (CP) is most frequently used technique for protection of underground
or underwater(seawater) metallic infrastructures from corrosion. The design of marine structures is typically based on design guidelines that specify the protection potentials on the
structure to be achieved by the CP system. In the CP system, the rate at which elements of
the protection system such as coatings to be assumed to degrade over the life of the structure.
The performance of the CP system can be evaluated and optimised using a CP simulation
model, which predicts year by year the protection potentials and the depletion of the anodes,
and in the case of impressed-current-cathodic-protection, the current to be required by the
system [21].
While this type of simulation provides valuable information to the design engineer by
confirming that the required protection will be achieved. In reality, the actual performance
of the CP system will be often different as coatings, for example, often degrade at different
rates to that described in the design rules, environmental conditions may vary, the ‘as-built’
structure may be different and changes and retrofits are made over time. Integrating the CP
data collected during the routine inspection surveys with a CP simulation model on calibrating/adapting the model to match the inspection data enables a ‘DT’ of the structure [23]. In
this way, the simulation DT represents the behaviour of the structure and the CP system at
the time the inspection survey was performed. This then provides the ability to predict the
present and future protection for all parts of the structure.
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By repeating the process with each new inspection report, the engineer can monitor the
differences between the model predictions and survey data systematically to assess current
‘health’ of the structure, identify anomalies, predict and plan for future risks, optimise the
inspection strategy and provide early identification of problems that will require actions.
4.2 Experimental Setup
The applicability of the proposed approach is demonstrated with a simulator (BEASY)-based
cathodic-protection modelling. The model works with determination of the distribution of
electrical potential and protection current density on the electrode surfaces. It comes down
on solving the well-known Laplace partial differential equation (1).
With assumption that electrolyte is homogeneous, the equation involved is given by
−∇ ( k ∇ϕ ) = 0

(1)

where, k = electric conductivity, φ = electric potential and ∇ is Nabla operator.
A CP simulation model of a marine structure (Figure 2) protected by sacrificial anodes is
adopted. BEASY provides numerical approximation of the Laplace’s equation for steadystate corrosion. Also, BEASY tool facilitates on geometrical modelling and meshing.
On having geometrical modelling, meshing and solver for numerical simulation, the next
step on realisation of virtual replica of the physical CP system is calibration of the parametric
model. Polarisation-related behaviour of the structure’s materials and conductivity of the
surrounding medium are the involved parameters. The size and shape-related parameters are

Figure 2: Marine structure on which adopted CP model is based upon.
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not within the scope of the research as such values can be obtained with the support of design
data and/or provided structural measurements. Optimising the anode positions is the further
task once the credibility of the model’s prediction capability is achieved with the correctness
of the input parameters.
The material properties–related parameters involved in the cathodic-protection model for
the structure with sacrificial anodes (Fig. 2) are as follows:
 Polarisation Behaviour: The relationship between potential and current density represents the electrode kinetics of the metal in the seawater. It provides the boundary condition
while solving the numerical problem, that is, equation 1.
 Polarisation curve for Material 1of structure (Fig. 2).
 Polarisation curve for Material 2 of structure (Fig. 2).
 Conductivity/Resistivity: Surrounding Medium/Material related.
 Seawater-related conductivity (Siemen/m).
 Seabed-related conductivity (Siemen/m).
As the polarisation curves for representing the polarisation behaviour are graphical representation and dynamics with time, a quantitative representation should be established for
re-adjustment of the polarisation data. To address the possible change in polarisation behaviour, the curve transformation value (expanding or squeezing factor) is taken as a variable
(parameter) keeping the curve constant obtained from design rule (Fig. 3). This parameterisation concept can be understood as adapted Tafel slope [24] for polarisation behaviour of
any materials involved. The transformation vector or parameter is termed as ‘p-value’ in this
case study.
4.2.1 Experimental Setup with Simulator Integration to the Analytical Platform
Automation of the model validation and adaptation-related analytical task, that is, change
of input parameters and analysis of the simulation performance, requires a supporting
tool. When simulation model is developed using commercially available simulator,
coupling of simulator tool and the supporting tool is implemented as self-sustaining
approach.
MATLAB and MATLAB-based analytical [26] tools are used for the automation of the
approach. The extensive data analysis, plotting capability and the availability of different
optimisation algorithm of the MATLAB enables assess-modify-check loops to be completed
in reduced computational time.

Figure 3: Two different polarisation curves that can be transformed from one to other with
transformation factor (p value).
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4.3 Approach Implementation on Benchmarking the Validation Data Requirement
In this case study, the approach application for benchmarking response data requirements
sufficiently enough to validate model’s performance is demonstrated. The data types that can
be practically obtained with measurement from the structure and simulation run as well are a)
surface potential (mV), b) normal current density (mA/m2) and c) electric field (mV/m) [21].
While the approach is to find the benchmark of data requirements, other attributes involved
are fixed beforehand. Normalised mean square difference with fixed weightage constant for
multiple data types is fixed as the validating metric and as an objective function for optimisation. Similarly, for optimisation-based parameter updating, a gradient-based ‘Newton-quasi’
algorithm and MATLAB provided tool ‘fminunc’ [25] are chosen. The reason for choosing
gradient based as opposed to other machine learning techniques, such as genetic algorithms
or neural networks, is that the problem space is mostly monotonic.
4.3.1 Virtual Models in the Reference Experiments
Primary and reference models are generated using the adopted structure–related geometrical
data and meshing. The parameter(s) values of the ‘Reference model’ provided are different
from the one of the ‘primary initial model’ on every reference experiments.
It is easily obtained from sensitivity analysis that the parameters more sensitive to accessible response data (Fig. 2) are ‘p-value of Material 1 related polarisation curve’ and ‘Seawater
conductivity’. On the first stage, only highly sensitive parameters are considered keeping the
other parameters’ value constant. A representative example of primary initial and reference
model’s parameters is presented in Table 1.
One of the validation-dependent response data types (surface potential) for CP model for
the given CP system (Fig. 2) can be visualised from Figure 4 for both the virtual models
(Table 1), with data from reference model represented as validating data.
A case study with initial data dependency as Case I (Table 2a and Figure 4a model output)
is initiated for analysis with the reference experiments. In this case, while relying upon only
on ‘Surface Potential data’, for model validation and adaptation, the likelihood to reach to the
wrong solution during optimisation-based parameter updating was found. It was discovered
on parameter comparison between solution model from Case I (Table 2b) and the reference
model (Table 1). Then, while selecting next set of response data as model validation data,
normal current density data was further added keeping the initial quantity same but with
diversification (Case II). On similar comparison like before, result shows Case II favours
over Case I in regard of data dependency. These two cases form the basis of benchmarking
model validation data requirement. On performance evaluation with re-testing (3.4) with
other generated reference experiments, the benchmark (Case II) of response data requirement
is reached for validation and adaptation of the CP model.
The result shows diversification in data selection could minimise the risk converging to local
minima during the validation and adaptation route from initial primary model to the virtual
Table 1: Parameter’s value provided for the models in a reference experiment
‘Material 1’–related
polarisation curve pvalue

Seawater conductivity

Primary Initial model

1.5000

2.7500

ReferenceModel

2.0000

3.3333
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Figure 4: The graphical comparison between surface potential data from the simulation run
for initial primary model (represented as model output) and from the reference
model (as validating data) a) comparison of the response data with respect to
position id b) difference shown at real 3D positions of the data.
reference model for the given case study. When relied upon data from Case I for model operational validation, one can reach the wrong assumption about the performance of the model.
The benchmarks provided might not only vary between models but also for same on different stages of operational lifespan due to change in integrity of the system. This recommends
the integration of such benchmarking approach to the model with automation to support
adaptation required at any instance of its operational lifespan. Similar approach can be implemented in metric formulation as the performance of the provided attributes differs.
Table 2: a) The validation data counts for two different experimental setups. b) Parameter’s
value in solution model reached for both cases.
(a)
Data counts
Surface-potential (mV)

Normal current density (J)

Case I

20

0

Case II

15

5

(b)
Parameter’s value in solution model reached
‘Material 1’ polarisation p-value

Seawater conductivity

Case I

1.6055

2.6525

Case II

2.0099

3.3113
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Figure 5: The discrepancies between solution model output and reference model output
(validating data). a) Case I solution model and b) Case II solution model.
5 CONCLUSION
An approach is proposed to benchmark the data and the metric requirements before tailoring
a parametric model to represent the real physical asset’s behaviour. The approach utilises the
virtual reference model and multiple virtual experiments before to reach the benchmark. Its
applicability is demonstrated for benchmarking the quantity, quality and diversity of data
requirements on validating the adopted CP model during its calibration. The demonstration
of the approach with automation of the analytical task using a supporting tool suggests DT
with model validation and adaptation framework incorporated within as a lifelong credible
predictive tool for structural health assessment.
As a future work, the approach needs to be implemented in more complex model to have
the benchmark of validation required on aligning route for its parametric calibration/adaptation. The approach implementation on reaching the benchmark of the operational validating
metric also needs experimental demonstration. Also, the benchmark reached need to be
applied to the real-world problem, that is, to calibrate the model based upon the response
data from the physical CP system. The approach is, however, generic and not constrained to
the corrosion and cathodic-protection domain.
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